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Abstract: CNN models can have millions of parameters, which makes them unattractive for some
applications that require fast inference times or small memory footprints. To overcome this problem,
one alternative is to identify and remove weights that have a small impact on the loss function of
the algorithm, which is known as pruning. Typically, pruning methods are compared in terms of
performance (e.g., accuracy), model size and inference speed. However, it is unusual to evaluate
whether a pruned model preserves regions of importance in an image when performing inference.
Consequently, we propose a metric to assess the impact of a pruning method based on images
obtained by model interpretation (specifically, class activation maps). These images are spatially and
spectrally compared and integrated by the harmonic mean for all samples in the test dataset. The
results show that although the accuracy in a pruned model may remain relatively constant, the areas
of attention for decision making are not necessarily preserved. Furthermore, the performance of
pruning methods can be easily compared as a function of the proposed metric.

Keywords: class activation map (CAM); deep learning; model compression; pruning evaluation;
spectral angle mapper (SAM); structural similarity index (SSIM)

1. Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) are deep learning models that provide compet-
itive results on a variety of tasks such as image classification, object detection and semantic
segmentation. However, advances in state-of-the-art deep learning methods usually in-
volve an increase in complexity, number of parameters, amount of training resources or
network latency. Accordingly, CNN models typically have tens (or even hundreds) of
millions of parameters, making them unattractive for some applications that require fast
inference times or small memory footprints. Hence, compression techniques have emerged
to achieve more efficient representation (e.g., in terms of model size or inference latency) of
one or more layers of a neural network in exchange for the least possible loss of quality.
CNN model compression solutions include pruning, which helps reduce the size of the clas-
sification model—often with very little impact on performance. This can make CNNs more
efficient and easier to deploy on mobile devices and other resource-constrained platforms.

Pruning techniques identify and remove weights that have a small impact on the loss
function of the algorithm—i.e., weights that are not essential to the accuracy of the model—
thereby reducing the model’s inference time (i.e., FLOPs) and its size (i.e., parameters) [1,2].
Pruning can be performed manually by a human expert or automatically by a computer
algorithm; with structured pruning by removing layers, filters or channels [3] or with
unstructured pruning by removing specific weights from the model regardless of their
location in the network [4]. Structured pruning is usually preferred over unstructured
pruning because the latter is difficult to use, as the hardware may not be able to efficiently
run the network if the sparsity pattern is irregular.
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Various pruning methods have been proposed in the literature, but the most common
approach is based on the magnitude [5]. In this case, the feature maps (or filters) are sorted
by their magnitudes, and the smallest ones are removed. This is because values with
small magnitudes usually have a small impact on the model’s loss function [6]. Other
methods use first- and second-order Taylor expansions of the loss function around a
given neuron [7] or select the filters to be removed according to their class importance
by evaluating the error function, as in the SeNPIS pruning method [8]. Recent methods
proposed for pruning networks involve techniques to identify subnetworks that make
training particularly effective with respect to the original network in a similar number of
epochs [5]. Pruning methods that do not require any knowledge of the training data, i.e.,
data-agnostic pruning algorithms, have also been proposed. They are much faster and
easier to use than other pruning algorithms that require training data [9].

Beyond the pruning method, approaches generally agree on how to evaluate the
impact of pruning on the CNN architecture. First, a performance metric such as accuracy is
used. That is, the performance of the original model is compared against the performance
of the pruned model when using the same test dataset [10]. Second, the size of the model
is evaluated in terms of the number of parameters or bytes, which is significant for the
feasibility of implementing the model on resource-constrained platforms [11]. Finally, the
time it takes to execute a CNN from a given input (inference speed) is also considered. This
parameter can be measured in milliseconds, frames per second or other time units [12].

In any case, the selection of a pruning method is not a straightforward task, as it
has implications on three fronts: loss of accuracy, selection of the pruning method and
the pruning process used by the model. The loss of model accuracy takes on relevance
when too many weights are removed, since the model may no longer be able to learn
the same patterns in the data [10]. The selection of the pruning method for a particular
application becomes complicated because there are many different pruning methods, and
each has its own advantages and disadvantages in terms of size, performance or speed [11].
Regarding the pruning process, it is important to consider the time requirements and
computational cost of the process, since it may be necessary to retrain the model after
removing weights [10].

To overcome the challenge of assessing the impact of pruning, one alternative is to
use model interpretation images (obtained by applying CAM-like techniques) to analyze
whether the pruned model behaves similarly to the unpruned model; i.e., evaluate if the
compressed model uses the same type of patterns to classify the image. In this case, the
idea is to look at the activation map of the model after pruning and compare it with the
activation map of the unpruned model to see if they are very similar. [10].

Under the above context, this paper proposes a metric to evaluate the impact of
pruning on the CNN based on images obtained by applying CAM-based techniques to the
pruned and unpruned models. This solution involves comparing the degree of similarity
of the spatial structures of these maps as well as their levels of intensity through a spectral
comparison of the maps. The spectral and spatial comparison is integrated through a
harmonic mean, and it is calculated for all the examples in the test dataset. The idea is
to determine whether the pruned model preserves the regions of importance of an image
when making the inference.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents basics of
CNNs, model interpretation using CAM-type techniques, and pruning methods and their
evaluation. Section 3 describes the materials and methods to obtain the proposed metric,
which is named Sp2PS, for two models pre-trained on two datasets (CIFAR10 and STL10).
Section 5 is focused on the conclusions of the study.

2. Background
2.1. Convolutional Neural Networks

A CNN is a type of artificial neural network commonly used for image recognition and
processing. CNNs are based on the application of spatial filters using a cross-correlation
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operation to detect features in the input data, making them suitable for tasks such as image
classification, image segmentation or object detection. CNNs are mainly built of three types
of layers: convolutional, pooling and fully connected (FC). The first, convolutional layers,
extract features from the input data by applying a set of convolutional filters or kernels
that act on a small neighborhood (given by the size of the kernel) that is shifted along the
entire input image. The parameters learned by the model correspond to the weights of
these filters. The second corresponds to pooling layers, which are used to combine the
information of contiguous spatial regions by means of an average pooling or maximum
pooling operation; i.e., this type of layer reduces the size of the feature maps by taking the
maximum value (max pooling) or the average value (average pooling) of each region. This
helps to reduce the number of network parameters and make the network more efficient
without adding additional parameters to the model. Finally, the third layer type, the FC
layers, is oriented to perform the classification of the input image, so it is common to find it
at the end of the network. In this case, the learned parameters correspond to the strength
(weights) of the connection between neurons and their biases.

In addition, CNNs can have other types of layers: dropout and batch normalization
(BN). They correspond to regularization techniques that try to prevent models from over-
fitting the training data in order to improve their generalization. Dropout randomly sets
a certain percentage of input units to zero at each iteration during training (i.e., once the
model is trained, no dropout is applied). This forces the network to learn to rely on other
neurons to perform its tasks, which helps prevent it from becoming too dependent on a
single set of neurons. On the other hand, BN calculates the mean and standard deviation of
a layer’s activations to normalize them. BN helps to stabilize training by preventing activa-
tion values from becoming too large or too small. It also helps improve the generalization
of the network by making it less sensitive to the distribution of the training data.

2.2. Model Interpretation Using CAM-Type Techniques

CAM-type techniques are used to interpret CNN models by identifying the regions of
an input image that are most important for a given classification task [13]. Examples of class
activation mapping methods are CAM, Grad-CAM, Grad-CAM++ and Ablation-CAM.
CAM is the simplest of these methods since it calculates the importance of each input pixel
through the activation maps of the last convolutional layer and then creates the heatmap
by averaging the activation maps of all channels [14]. Grad-CAM (Gradient-Weighted
CAM) is an evolution of CAM that calculates the importance of each pixel by means of
the gradients of the final convolutional layer of the model with respect to the predicted
class [14]. Grad-CAM++ is based on Grad-CAM but uses second-order gradients, so it
obtains better results in terms of multiple appearances of a class in an image or in object
localization [15]. Ablation CAM, on the other hand, is a CAM-like technique that does
not rely on gradients. Instead, the importance of each pixel is calculated as a function of
the reduction of the class activation score when its feature map is removed. Its output is
obtained as the linear combination of the activation maps weighted by the corresponding
importance values [16].

Figure 1 shows an example of CNN interpretation of an image of the STL10 dataset
for Grad-CAM, Grad-CAM++ and Ablation-CAM methods. The more important pixels
for the classification are the “red” ones, while the less important ones are the “blue” ones.
Therefore, for the same model and with the same input image, there are small differences
in the heat zones obtained by the three visualization methods. However, in all three cases,
the most important pattern for classification corresponds to the deer antlers.
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(a)

(b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g)

Figure 1. Example of visualization using CAM-type techniques. Red: regions of major importance,
blue: regions of minor importance in the class activation map. Dataset: STL10; methods: Grad-
CAM, Grad-CAM++ and Ablation-CAM; class: deer (4th class). (a) Test image; (b) GradCAM;
(c) GradCAM++; (d) Ablation CAM; (e) Overlay GradCAM; (f) Overlay GradCAM++; and
(g) Overlay Ablation CAM.

2.3. Pruning Methods and Pruning Evaluation

As discussed so far, the application of pruning can be oriented to different purposes,
such as reducing memory requirements, reducing the computational cost of inference,
reducing power requirements, or improving network generalization [17]. For a neural
network characterized by a set of parameters, pruning is a technique that allows obtaining
a minimum subset of parameters by pruning or zeroing the remaining parameters. In turn,
pruning ensures that model performance is preserved (above a given threshold) [18].

In the literature, pruning methods have been classified according to different aspects
that may vary when implementing the pruning model. Consequently, recent classifications
of pruning methods are structured according to the following aspects: estimation criterion,
structure, distribution and scheduling [17–19].

The estimation criterion, also referred to as a scoring method or saliency metric, can
be viewed similarly to a distance metric, such that it is used to measure and compare
the importance of parameters for pruning. This category includes simple magnitude-
based pruning methods [6,20], moment-based methods [21] or methods using metrics
that approximate network sensitivity [22,23]. Methods initially developed to determine
image saliency have also been applied as saliency metrics. For example, the contribution of
the input dimension to the model decision has also been applied to pruning methods: in
particular, Layered Relevance Propagation (LRP). In this case, the most relevant parameters
are automatically determined using their relevance scores obtained from LRP [24]. A
recently proposed method selects useful deep features from a discriminative dimension
reduction perspective, through Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis so that the method
captures both the final separation of classes and their holistic inter-layer dependence [25].
The use of Amortized Explanation Models (AEMs) that utilize information from both inputs
and outputs have also been proposed in order to predict in real-time smooth saliency masks
and leverage the interpretations of the model to steer the pruning process [26]. It has also
been proposed to evaluate gradient-based salience to measure the importance of a channel
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and to prune the lowest-scoring channels and their corresponding filters according to the
pruning rate [27].

It is important to note that saliency measures have been used to: (i) estimate the effect
of parameter removal on network performance, i.e., to propose new pruning methods and
(ii) explain the results of image classifiers or interpret the classifier output [18]. Specifically,
in the present paper, we do not propose a new pruning method, but we propose to use
the interpretation of the classifier output to evaluate the performance of the pruned model
with respect to the original model.

In the second aspect, structure, there are methods that can prune an entire block at a
time: for example, a channel of a filter or a row of a weight matrix (structured pruning). As
a counterpart, unstructured pruning treats all parameters equally [11,28,29]. Unstructured
pruning is more flexible [5,30,31], whereas structured pruning may have advantages in
terms of inference or storage times since whole blocks are omitted [18].

Regarding the classification by distribution, this refers to how the number of elements
to be removed is distributed throughout the network [17]. In this case, it is possible to
group all the parameters of the network and decide which parameters to prune (Global
Distribution); i.e., prune the weights independently of the layer in which they appear.
Included in this global distribution, for example, are methods that prune channels according
to a threshold [32] or methods that prune channels that do not exceed a maximum degree
of degradation in the final layer [33]. On the other hand, it is also possible to select how
much to prune in each layer (layer-wise distribution), i.e., to consider that the pruning
elements of different layers are part of different pruning pools [17,18]. There are also
methods that determine the pruning rate of each layer based on sensitivity analysis [34,35]
or reinforcement learning [36,37].

In addition to determining how to distribute the elements to be pruned, methods in
the literature also consider when to perform the pruning [18]. It is possible to determine
whether pruning is performed after, during or before training the network, so you have
iterative methods or one-shot methods [17]. In the case of iterative methods, it is possible to
have methods that prune an equal number of parameters in each round [6] or also methods
that start by pruning at a high rate and then reduce the pruning rate [21].

Finally, it is important to consider that weight removal is usually accompanied by a
strategy to repair the network, with fine tuning being the most common repair strategy [17].

Evaluation Metrics

Beyond the primary objective of a pruning method, pruning imposes a trade-off
between efficiency (which generally increases) and performance of the pruned model
(which generally decreases). Efficiency relates to the number of operations required to
perform inference with the pruned model, which is usually represented by FLOPs. Model
performance has a direct relationship to the fraction of pruned parameters, and it is usually
evaluated by reporting changes in classification accuracy [19]. However, recent studies
have shown the need for pruned network evaluation methods that go beyond accuracy
and that can be used prior to model deployment. This is in order to provide new tools to
help understand the over-parameterization of an architecture [38].

Also, although a pruned network may perform similarly to the original model in
general tasks, it is important to keep in mind that the pruning potential of the network may
vary significantly for a large number of tasks. This is particularly important in transfer-
learning-based processes and also highlights the importance of performing complementary
assessments of accuracy [19,38].

In this case, it is necessary to evaluate how pruning affects the function represented by
a neural network, including the similarities and disparities exhibited by a pruned network
with respect to its unpruned counterpart. Similarly, it is important to evaluate whether the
use of a metric such as accuracy is sufficient to ensure that the pruned model performs well
in the face of data generalization or phenomena such as noise [38].
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Consequently, recent initiatives have considered establishing the maximum pruning
ratio at which a model can retain similar functionality to the original model; this by means
of metrics based on informative features and noise resilience [38]. The reliability of pruned
models has also been assessed by comparing the explanation maps of the two models as
well as class confidence [10].

In any case, it has been identified that new contributions are needed for the establish-
ment of standardized parameters and metrics to assess whether the pruned models are
functionally similar to the original models and their behavior on specific tasks [19,38].

3. Materials and Methods

To evaluate whether the prediction of a pruned model is based on the same patterns as
those of the unpruned model, this work proposes a methodology that includes the spatial
and spectral similarity between heatmaps obtained with a CAM-type method. The idea
is to have a procedure to evaluate and compare the performance of pruned models in a
complementary way to the use of metrics that only rely on the confusion matrix but not on
the patterns for model decision making.

The procedure to evaluate the similarity between the pruned and unpruned models is
presented below:

1. Select the dataset of the specific classification problem.
2. Train a network with the selected dataset (or obtain a pre-trained model). The result

is the baseline model.
3. Prune the baseline model using a pruning method with a specific pruning rate and

apply fine-tuning. The result is the pruned model.
4. Evaluate the baseline model with the images belonging to the test dataset (or validation

dataset) and obtain the accuracy of the baseline model. Subsequently, apply a CAM-
type method to obtain the corresponding heatmaps of the baseline model.

5. Evaluate the pruned model with the images belonging to the test dataset (or validation
dataset) and obtain the accuracy of the pruned model. Subsequently, apply a CAM-
type technique to obtain the corresponding heatmaps of the pruned model.

6. Compare the spectral and spatial similarity for each pair of heatmaps from the baseline
and pruned models.

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the proposed methodology.

Figure 2. Outline of the proposed methodology.

Each step of the methodology proposed in this study is described below.

3.1. Select the Dataset of the Specific Classification Problem

In this study, two of the most popular benchmark datasets for training and eval-
uating machine learning and computer vision models were selected: CIFAR10 [39] and
STL10 [40]. In particular, they have been widely used to train and evaluate various ML mod-
els, including convolutional neural networks (CNNs). CIFAR10 consists of 60,000 natural-
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color images labeled and distributed in 10 classes with 6000 images per class. STL10 has
13,000 natural-color images labeled and distributed in 10 classes with 1300 images per class.
Being natural images, they may contain noise and have high variability. Their difference
lies in the spatial resolution: CIFAR10 images are of low resolution (32× 32), while STL10
images are of medium resolution in the context of deep learning (96× 96). The CIFAR10
classes are Airplane, Automobile, Bird, Cat, Deer, Dog, Frog, Horse, Ship and Truck; while
in STL10, the same classes are preserved except for frog, which is replaced by monkey
(organized in a different order).

3.2. Train a Network with the Selected Dataset or Obtain a Pre-Trained Model

This step consists of training a network with the selected dataset. For this particular
study, we used two models that had previously been trained with the CIFAR10 and
STL10 datasets and are available on GitHub under MIT license (https://github.com/aaron-
xichen/pytorch-playground (accessed on 31 May 2023)). The accuracy of the first model is
93.78%, while in the second case, it is 77.59%.

The first network (see Figure 3a) consists of seven convolutional layers, four pooling
layers and one fully connected (FC) layer. The second network (see Figure 3b) has six
convolutional layers, five pooling layers and one FC layer.
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Figure 3. Architecture of the baseline models obtained from GitHub (https://github.com/aaron-
xichen/pytorch-playground (accessed on 31 May 2023)). For convolutional layers, kernel size: 3× 3,
stride and padding: 1× 1. (a) Baseline model on CIFAR10; (b) Baseline model on STL10.

For calculation of the model parameters, the following equations are used:

Parametersconv = (k×Wk × Hk × Ck) + k. (1)

where Parametersconv corresponds to the number of parameters in convolutional layers, Wk
is the width, Hk is the height, and Ck is the number of channels of the filters.

https://github.com/aaron-xichen/pytorch-playground
https://github.com/aaron-xichen/pytorch-playground
https://github.com/aaron-xichen/pytorch-playground
https://github.com/aaron-xichen/pytorch-playground
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In the case of fully connected layers, the number of parameters, ParametersFCth , is
obtained as follows:

ParametersFCth = (neuronsth−1 × neuronsth) + neuronsth. (2)

where neuronsth−1 is the number of neurons of the previous layer, and neuronsth is the
number of neurons in the current layer. On the other hand, pooling layers do not contribute
parameters to the model.

In the case of FLOPs, the following equations are used:

FLOPsconv = 2× (Wk × Hk × Ck)× (Wo × Ho × Co), (3)

FLOPsFCth = 2× (neuronsth−1 × neuronsth), (4)

FLOPspool = (Wo/S)× (Ho/S)× (Co), (5)

where FLOPsconv, FLOPsFCth and FLOPspool are the number of FLOPs in convolutional,
fully connected and pooling layers, respectively; Wo, Ho and Co are the width, height
and number of channels of the output of the layer; S is the stride of the kernel. For the
convolutional and FC layers, the number of FLOPs is twice the input shape times the
output shape of the layer.

For example, applying the above equations to the first network, the total number of
parameters is about 9.3 million and the total number of FLOPs is about 1.3 G.

3.3. Prune the Baseline Model and Apply Fine Tuning

The pruning of the baseline models was applied globally to all tensors corresponding
to the weights of the convolutional layers and to those of the FC. Pruning was performed
in such a way that connections between units in adjacent layers were eliminated; i.e., the
shape of the neural network was not changed. Thus, pruning was applied with one of the
two global unstructured pruning methods available in PyTorch: Random and L1-norm. In
the first case, the parameters to be pruned are determined randomly without any specific
criteria; i.e., only the number or percentage of parameters to be pruned is defined. In the
case of pruning based on the magnitude of the weights, the parameters with the lowest
weight, determined by the L1-norm, are pruned. In either case, the amount of pruned
parameters is a user-defined argument, and for the current study, it was varied from 20%
to 80% in steps of 20%. Thus, by pruning part of the filters of the convolutional layers, the
number of parameters and FLOPs of the model are reduced according to the equations
presented previously. For example, in the first convolutional layer of the network shown
in Figure 3a, there are 3584 parameters and 7,077,888 FLOPs before pruning. If 20% of the
filters are eliminated, leaving 102 of the 128 filters, the number of parameters in this layer
is 2856, and the number of FLOPs is 5,640,192.

In summary, the pruning methods used are as follows:

• Random pruning: global, structured and random pruning. Pruning applied to convo-
lutional layer weights and FC layer weights. Pruning rates: [20% 40% 60% 80%].

• L1-norm pruning: global, structured and weight pruning (L1-norm). Pruning applied
to convolutional layer weights and FC layer weights. Pruning rates: [20% 40% 60%
80%].

Once the models have been pruned, fine tuning is applied to repair the model. The
general characteristics of the fine-tuning process are listed below:

• Dataset: training subset of the original distribution of the dataset;
• Batch size: 32;
• Optimizer and learning rate: stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with momentum (0.9),

and learning rate: 0.001;
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• Loss function: cross-entropy loss;
• Epochs: 10.

3.4. Evaluate the Baseline Model and the Pruned Model

From the two models (baseline and pruned), the accuracy of each is obtained using the
test (or validation) images of the datasets selected in the study. These data correspond to
1000 test images per class in the case of CIFAR10 and 800 test images per class in the case of
STL10. Heatmaps are then computed for each image using three CAM-type techniques,
namely Grad-CAM, Grad-CAM++ and Ablation-CAM. The codes of these methods are
available under MIT license at [41].

3.5. Compare the Heatmaps and Obtain the Score

From the images obtained in the previous step, each pair of heatmaps (obtained from
the same test image, using the same CAM-type method for the baseline and the pruned
models) is compared in terms of structural and spatial similarity. In this way, the degree of
similarity between the pixels used by the pruned model for decision making and those of
the baseline model is evaluated.

The comparison of spatial information of the images was performed through the
structural similarity index (SSIM). The SSIM is a metric designed to evaluate the quality
of one image relative to another taking into account aspects of luminance, contrast and
structure. Its value can vary between 0 and 1, with 1 being the ideal or most similar case.
For two images X and Y, the SSIM is given by Equation (6) [42].

SSIM(X, Y) =
(2µXµY + c1)(2σXY + c2)

(µ2
X + µ2

Y + c1), (σ2
X + σ2

Y + c2)
, (6)

where µx, σ2
x , µy and σ2

y correspond to the local means and variances of x and y, respectively,
while σxy is the covariance between x and y. On the other hand, c1 and c2 are two constants
to stabilize the division.

On the other hand, the comparison of spectral information of the images was per-
formed through the spectral angle mapper (SAM). This method allows determining the
degree of spectral similarity of an image with respect to a reference spectrum (or with
respect to another image) by calculating the angle between them. The pixel values of the
two images are treated as a vector in a space whose dimension is equal to the number of
bands. Roughly speaking, SAM calculates the similarity as the normalized dot product of
the two vectors, as shown in Equation (7).

SAM(X, Y) = arccos
(

〈X, Y〉
‖ X ‖2 · ‖ Y ‖2

)
, (7)

where 〈·, ·〉 represents the scalar product and ‖ . ‖ denotes the L2 norm.
Although Equation (7) gives a SAM value that can vary between 0 and π/2, it can

be normalized to values between zero (π/2 radians, different spectra) and one (0 radians,
similar spectra) so that its values also range between 0 and 1, as in the case of the SSIM.
Under this context, 1 would be the ideal value: indicating absence of spectral distortion
(but not necessarily equality of intensity).

Finally, the above metrics are combined into a single metric using the harmonic mean,
which is similar to the F1-score in terms of precision and recall. The proposed evaluation
metric, named Sp2PS, is presented by Equation (8):

Sp2PS(X, Y) =
2
N

N

∑
i=1

SAMi(Xi, Yi)× SSIMi(Xi, Yi)

SAMi(Xi, Yi) + SSIMi(Xi, Yi)
, (8)

where Xi and Yi correspond to the ith heatmap of the baseline and pruned model, and N
is the total number of images in the test dataset. Since the SAM and SSIM values vary
between 0 and 1, the proposed metric also varies between 0 and 1, where 1 indicates that
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the highlighted pixels of the pruned model are exactly the same as those of the baseline
model.

4. Results and Discussion

In this section, we first present visual results that illustrate how the pruned mod-
els begin to divert attention to different areas of the image as the percentage of pruned
parameters increases. Secondly, the consolidation of results for the entire dataset using
the proposed metric is illustrated and compared to the accuracy results. All tests were
performed using two pruning methods (i.e., L1-norm and Random) with four percentage
rate (PR) values: i.e., 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%.

4.1. Preliminary Results

In order to observe how the decision areas of a model vary as the pruning percentage
increases, the results for the three CAM-type techniques selected in this study are presented
with some images from the CIFAR10 and STL10 datasets.

4.1.1. CIFAR10

Figures 4–6 show the heatmaps using the CIFAR model and data and the Grad-CAM,
Grad-CAM++ and Ablation-CAM methods, respectively. In all cases, the two selected
pruning methods (i.e., L1-norm and Random) with the four selected percentage rates (PR),
i.e., 20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%, are shown.

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 4. Examples for CIFAR10 and Grad-CAM: (a) Input image, (b) Heatmap using the baseline
model, (c–f) Heatmaps using a pruned model with L1-norm and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%,
respectively, (g–j) Heatmap using a pruned model with Random and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%,
respectively. PR is pruning rate.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 5. Example for CIFAR10 and Grad-CAM++: (a) Input image, (b) Heatmap using the baseline
model, (c–f) Heatmaps using a pruned model with L1-norm and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%,
respectively, (g–j) Heatmaps using a pruned model with Random and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%,
respectively. PR is pruning rate.

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 6. Example for CIFAR10 and Ablation-CAM. (a) Input image, (b) Heatmap using the baseline
model, (c–f) Heatmaps using a pruned model with L1-norm and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%,
respectively; (g–j) Heatmaps using a pruned model with Random and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%,
respectively. PR is pruning rate.

For Grad-CAM, when L1-norm is used as the pruning method, only the highlighted
pixels of the image are retained when PR = 20%. In all other cases, the highlighted area
becomes smaller (see Figure 4a). But when using the Random pruning method, the high-
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lighted area changes significantly as the PR increases and takes other pixels that do not
correspond to the class (see Figure 4b). On the other hand, using Grad-CAM++ and the
L1-norm, it is obtained that the highlighted pixels of the image are preserved regardless of
the PR value (see Figure 5a). However, when Random pruning is used, the area of interest
decreases in size and is concentrated mainly on car tires when the PR is high (see Figure 5b).
Finally, when using Ablation-CAM, we have that in the case of L1-norm, the highlighted
pixels are preserved except when the PR is high: specifically, 80% (see Figure 6a); whereas
when using Random pruning, there is a large difference in the highlighted pixels for PR
values starting from 40% (see Figure 6b).

4.1.2. STL10

Figures 7–9 show the heatmaps using the STL10 model and data and the Grad-CAM,
Grad-CAM++ and Ablation-CAM methods, respectively. In all cases, the two selected
pruning methods (i.e., L1-norm and Random) with the four selected PRs (i.e., 20%, 40%,
60% and 80%) are shown.

With this dataset and using pruning with the L1-norm and Grad-CAM (see Figure 7a),
it is found that for PR values of up to 60%, the pruned model focuses on almost the same
pixels as in the baseline model; however, when there is a PR of 80%, it only focuses on the
pixels of one of the dogs present in the image. Whereas in the case of Random pruning (see
Figure 7b), the pruned model focuses on pixels similar to the baseline only for PR values up
to 40%. When the PR is 80%, the pruned model focuses on pixels that do not correspond to
the baseline.

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 7. Example for STL10 and Grad-CAM. (a) Input image, (b) Heatmap using the baseline model,
(c–f) Heatmaps using a pruned model with L1-norm and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%, respectively;
(g–j) Heatmaps using a pruned model with Random and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%, respectively.
PR is pruning rate.

On the other hand, when using Grad-CAM++ (see Figure 8) for the different PR values
and with the two pruning methods, it is observed that the highlighted pixels of the pruned
models are very similar to those of the baseline model.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 8. Example for STL10 and Grad-CAM++. (a) Input image, (b) Heatmap using the baseline
model, (c–f) Heatmaps using a pruned model with L1-norm and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%,
respectively; (g–j) Heatmaps using a pruned model with Random and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%,
respectively. PR is pruning rate.

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 9. Example for STL10 and Ablation-CAM. (a) Input image, (b) Heatmap using the baseline
model, (c–f) Heatmaps using a pruned model with L1-norm and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%,
respectively; (g–j) Heatmaps using a pruned model with Random and PR = 20%, 40%, 60% and 80%,
respectively. PR is pruning rate.

Finally, when using Ablation-CAM, if the pruning method is L1-norm (see Figure 9a),
it is observed that as the PR increases, the intensity of the highlighted pixels decreases in
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some areas of the image. In contrast, when pruning is Random (see Figure 9b), the area of
interest changes significantly from a PR of 60%.

4.2. Consolidated Results

The consolidated results are presented below simultaneously in terms of the accuracy
of the pruned model and the proposed metric, i.e., Sp2PS.

4.2.1. CIFAR10: Accuracy vs. Sp2PS

From Figures 4–6, we can see that with L1-norm, the pruned model retains a good
deal of attention on pixels similar to those of the unpruned model, mainly for PR values
of 20% and 40%. Above 60%, the area of interest and/or the intensity of the highlighted
pixels changes. Now, comparing the accuracy of the pruned model with the proposed
metric (Figure 10), it is observed that for the three visualization methods—Grad-CAM,
Grad-CAM++ and Ablation-CAM—the Sp2PS metric curves (orange, gray and yellow
curves) remain relatively flat (as does the accuracy curve) for PRs up to 40%. For pruning
percentages of 60% or more, the drop in Sp2PS is more noticeable; therefore, it is possible
to identify the PR value at which the model stops focusing on similar zones (patterns) as
those of the original model as the Sp2PS curve falls from its ideal value.

Figure 10. Consolidated results for CIFAR10 using the L1-norm method: accuracy (blue curve) vs.
Sp2PS. Grad-CAM (orange), Grad-CAM++ (gray) and Ablation-CAM (yellow). PR = 20%, 40%, 60%
and 80%.

For the case of Random pruning, from Figures 4–6, it is observed that only when the
PR is equal to 20% is there moderately acceptable similarity between the behavior of the
pruned model and the baseline model. In this case, by comparing the trend of accuracy with
respect to the proposed metric (Figure 11), it is observed that even when the PR is equal
to 20%, the slope of the fall of the Sp2PS metric is more noticeable than in the case of the
models pruned with the L1-norm; so a flat trend is not maintained as in the accuracy curve.
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Figure 11. Consolidated results for CIFAR10 using the Random method: accuracy (blue curve) vs.
Sp2PS. Grad-CAM (orange), Grad-CAM++ (gray) and Ablation-CAM (yellow). PR = 20%, 40%, 60%
and 80%.

4.2.2. STL10: Accuracy vs. Sp2PS

For this dataset, according to Figures 7–9, the highlighted pixels of the pruned models
using the L1-norm are very similar to those of the reference model for the three CAM-type
visualization methods mainly for pruning values up to 60%. Now, if we observe accuracy
and Sp2PS values (see Figure 12), we see that for the three CAM-type techniques, the Sp2PS
curves present a relatively constant and high value for the first three PR values, which
means that these pruned models obtained with the L1-norm method are centered on the
same (or almost the same) pixels as in the reference model. When PR = 80%, a greater
reduction in Sp2PS is presented, which implies the image areas used by the model for
decision making differ to a greater extent.

Figure 12. Consolidated results for STL10 using the L1-norm method: accuracy (blue curve) vs.
Sp2PS. Grad-CAM (orange), Grad-CAM++ (gray) and Ablation-CAM (yellow). PR = 20%, 40%, 60%
and 80%.

Finally, when random pruning is performed, it is observed that with low PR values
the pruned model focuses on almost the same pixels as the base model, but it can vary its
intensity (color); while with high PR values, it focuses on other pixels not related to the
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object to be classified. When plotting the accuracy versus Sp2PS curves with the three
CAM-type techniques (see Figure 13), it is observed that from PR = 20%, the three Sp2PS
curves move away from their ideal values. Thus, in general terms, although these randomly
pruned models may retain a close value of accuracy, they focus on different types of patterns
than those identified by the baseline model.

Figure 13. Consolidated results for STL10 using the Random method: accuracy (blue curve) vs.
Sp2PS. Grad-CAM (orange), Grad-CAM++ (gray) and Ablation-CAM (yellow). PR = 20%, 40%, 60%
and 80%.

In any case, it is important to note that in pruned models, although the accuracy may
remain relatively constant, the zones of attention for decision making are not necessarily
retained, according to the trend of the Sp2PS metric. Additionally, Figures 10–13 allow us to
compare the behavior of the pruning methods (L1-norm and Random) where, as expected,
the pruning by magnitude tries to better preserve the behavior of the baseline model.

4.3. Comparison with the State-of-the-Art

To the best of our knowledge, the state-of-the-art of evaluation metrics for pruning
methods based on CAM-type techniques only includes the PE-score (when referring to
pruning impact evaluation and not the estimation criteria) [10]. The main difference
between PE-scores and the one proposed in this paper (i.e., Sp2PS) is that the calculation of
PE-scores uses two measurements between the feature maps of the baseline and the pruned
model (specifically, SSIM and IoU) and a measurement of the confidence variation, whereas
in our case, Sp2PS uses only two measurements between the feature maps of these models
(specifically, SSIM and SAM).

The objective of this section is to compare the results obtained with both metrics using
a sequential model for the CIFAR10 dataset and to determine if there are similarities or
differences in their behavior. In both cases, the relationship between the drop in accuracy
(i.e., the decrease in accuracy of the pruned model relative to the baseline model) and the
decrease in the interpretability metric (specifically, PEdrop and Sp2PSdrop) as the pruning
rate (PR) is varied will be compared. This comparison is made by considering the CAM-
type method used to calculate the interpretability metric.

First, the ablation method is used, the results of which are shown in Table 1. In both
cases, the values of Sp2PSdrop and PEdrop increase as accdrop increases. This means that for
higher values of PR (note that PR1 is the lowest, while PR6 is the highest), the accuracy
of the pruned model always decreases (i.e., accdrop increases), as does the value of the
interpretability metric. However, for similar values of accdrop (from 1.5% approximately),
there are higher values of Sp2PSdrop than of PEdrop, which means that the proposed inter-
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pretability metric is more sensitive to small changes in model accuracy than the PE-score.
This condition can be very useful in image classification problems where the decrease in the
pruned model should be as small as possible, e.g., less than 2%, as in the case of biomedical
applications.

Table 1. Comparison of accdrop vs. (Sp2PSdrop; PEdrop) when the Ablation method is used. Model
and dataset: CIFAR10.

Metric PR1 PR2 PR3 PR4 PR5 PR6

accdrop 0.19% 0.58% 0.80% 1.49% 1.60% 6.77%
Sp2PSdrop 5.04 % 14.59% 12.09% 20.30% 35.01% 39.36%

accdrop 0.25% 0.58% 0.71% 3.45% 3.63% 6.50%
PEdrop 15% 16% 17% 20% 22% 24%

As a second part of this comparison, Table 2 shows the results when GradCAM is used
to calculate the interpretability metrics. Behavior similar to that obtained when using the
Ablation method to calculate Sp2PS and PE is observed. For values above 1.6% accuracy
drop, the Sp2PSdrop metric has much higher values than the PEdrop metric. For example,
when accdrop = 1.60%, an Sp2PSdrop of 35% is obtained, while a PEdrop of 30% is reached
at accdrop of 3.63%. Again, this can be useful in applications that require pruned models
that are highly similar in terms of performance to unpruned models, i.e., an accdrop lower
than 2%.

Table 2. Comparison of accdrop vs. (Sp2PSdrop; PEdrop) when the GradCAM method is used. Model
and dataset: CIFAR10.

Metric PR1 PR2 PR3 PR4 PR5 PR6

accdrop 0.19% 0.58% 0.80% 1.49% 1.60% 6.77%
Sp2PSdrop 6.18% 12.91% 12.09% 19.13% 35.01% 39.36%

accdrop 0.25% 0.58% 0.71% 3.45% 3.63% 6.50%
PEdrop 21% 22% 24% 28% 30% 31%

Finally, we have the results when using the GradCAM++ method (see Table 3). As
in the previous two cases, the drop in the interpretability metric is more noticeable in the
Sp2PS case than in the PE case.

Table 3. Comparisons of accdrop vs. Sp2PSdrop and accdrop vs. PEdrop. CAM-type method: Ablation.
Model and dataset: CIFAR10.

Metric PR1 PR2 PR3 PR4 PR5 PR6

accdrop 0.13% 0.58% 0.80% 1.49% 1.60% 6.77%
Sp2PSdrop 2.30% 5.57% 7.34% 13.36% 14.07% 29.79%

accdrop 0.25% 0.58% 0.71% 3.45% 3.63% 6.50%
PEdrop 10% 10% 12% 14% 16% 17%

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a metric to evaluate whether a pruned model focuses
on the same patterns as the unpruned model based on the analysis of the structural and
spectral similarity between the heatmaps of the two models obtained with CAM-type
visualization techniques. It was found that although the accuracy of the pruned model is
close to that of the baseline model, the behavior of the pruned model may be significantly
different from that of the baseline model. From the accuracy curves against the proposed
metric, called Sp2PS, it is possible to identify the PR value at which the pruned model
ceases to be trustworthy (in the sense that it no longer focuses on the same patterns as the
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baseline model). According to the experiments carried out, the Sp2PS values are higher
when using Grad-CAM++, and very similar values are obtained between Grad-CAM and
Ablation-CAM. Thus, two thresholds are proposed to be able to trust the pruned model:
0.95 for Grad-CAM and 0.9 for Ablation-CAM. In addition, the proposed metric has been
evaluated in relation to the drop in accuracy, proving that the proposed interpretability
metric is sensitive to small changes in model accuracy. Finally, this metric is then proposed
as a complementary metric to evaluate the quality of a pruned model.
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